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Introduction
For this module on Interactivity and Social Enterprise we are are given a range of 
community partners from around Northern Ireland with ‘Science Shop’ Community 
Partners. We then choose a Community Partner in a group of 2-3 with other Final 
Year Interactive Media students that we think best suits our expertise. This is 
what is called Project Social a collaberative project that Interactive Media students 
complete as a module within final year.

This production Log will document the entire process of creating content for 
Leander Swimming Club ASC from start to finish. The contents will involve initial 
preparations, gathering ideas and inspiration, proceedings with the client, designing 
components and feedback from the client.

During the production of content for Leander Swimming Club ASC we had close 
contact with overseers Adrian Hickey (Module Coordinator) and Claire Mulrone 
(Community Engagement Manager) on the project. We also were in contact with 
Helen Lunny our Community Partner for Leander Swimming Club ASC who advised 
us on what the club specifically wants and if it is suitable.

For team collaboration on the project we used the application Basecamp which 
allowed us to share project files, we also used Facebook Messenger for messaging 
each other on the project.
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Meet the Team

Aoife Gallagher
 - Lead Communicator
- Social Media Designer

-Creative Direction

Niall McKeown
- Lead Video Editor
-Lead Production 

Designer

Adam Johnston
- Lead Graphic Designer

- Lead Social Media 
Designer

The team comprises of Aoife Gallagher, Niall McKeown (me) and Adam Johnston. 
All of us with different expertise that we have brought to this project. During the 
entire production of this project, we worked collaboratively discussing each of our 
strengths and where it would best be that we put those strengths. 

Aoife communicated with the Community Partner and created segments of the 
social media, she also gave creative direction for different project elements. I 
planned and created the main video for Leander, I also designed the main production 
elements such as the Brief, Benchmarking and Pitch documents. Adam created the 
graphic designs that Leander chose and also created social media templates and a 
schedule.
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Project Specification
Within week one of Interactivity for Social Enterprise we were shown a variety of 
different community partners. The one that resonated the best with the group 
was Leander Swimming Club ASC. Speaking from my point of view I felt that this 
was best suited for me as within placement year I used many of the skills that are 
required. 

My placement year was with Ulster University’s marketing team, being a part 
of their team allowed me to build on my previous experience with After Effects, 
Illustrator and Premiere Pro. I created promotional videos which meant I had to film, 
create and design. This was great experience for the project at hand! However, I 
never worked with sports before and was assured that a project out of my comfort 
zone was a great way to gain more experience in that field.

When picking our community partners we were given a form where we gave our 
preferences within our groups ranging from 1-3, 1 being the one you want first and 3 
being your less preferred choice. We were also given a section on how our interests, 
skills and abilities of our group meet the needs of the community partner. Within 
this section, we discussed each team member’s strengths and what we achieved if 
we were on placement.
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Initial Meeting
For the initial meeting with the Community Partner, we were introduced to 
Helen Lunny who would be our main contact for Leander Swimming Club ASC. 
This meeting was to gather insight into the Community Partner, what they’re 
about, their target audience etc. Before this meeting, we collaborated on getting 
information on the Community Partner via their social media pages and website. 
With this information, we came up with questions to ask the Community Partner.
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The initial meeting lasted about an hour via Teams and all of the questions that we 
wanted asked were answered. Meeting the Community Partner Helen for the first 
time was a great way to understand the Club and what they wanted, Helen was 
very friendly and was happy to help in any way she could with the project.

Initial Meeting 
Outcome

During the meeting, I took quick notes of information from the questions that I 
thought would be useful to have on hand.

With these questions answered we gathered that they had a 60th anniversary 
in early 2024. This is what most of our project will be focusing on, we were also 
informed about undergoing a refresh of their brand, including a logo and font, a social 
media schedule and templates and branded merchandise. However, we were limited 
with colour as they wanted to keep the Club colours of red and green as they are a 
cross-community club. The club also wanted a commemorative video to celebrate 
their 60th anniversary. With this information, we were able to get started on 
creating the brief.
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However, one component we wanted to try and include with the project was 
photography and filming of the members of the club. This is limited due to the strict 
guidelines of the filming and photography policy. We would like to be able to include 
photos and videos within the social media and commemorative video however, time 
constraints with the project and the policy may prevent us from doing so.

Filming and Photography Policy 
The Filming and Photography Policy provides guidance for Swim Ireland members taking and using
images.  This policy is not about preventing images being taken, but to ensure that only those who
have a right to take images do so.  Promoting the safeguards in place minimises the risk of inappropriate
taking and use of images.         

Definitions – specific to this policy
Event: may include competition, training session, social function or any activity organised at any level
of Swim Ireland
Image: refers to all photographic and film/video footage.

Permission to take images
Permission must be sought by the club, region and Swim Ireland to ensure that young people and
parents are aware of when and how their images may be used.  Permission can be obtained through:

• Individual permission where permission is sought for a single or specific event and has not been
sought generally through membership/competition entry/other contract means – an individual
permission form is provided 

• General permission granted through completion of membership/competition entry/other contract
where permission is included as part of the form.  The wording used on the individual form should
be included.

For third party photographers, film/videographers or other organisations employed to take images each
person must complete the Swim Ireland Self-Declaration Disclosure Form for Service Providers (see
Recruitment).  For any other person wishing to use photographic devices at events they must first
register their device with the organiser.  Each person registering a device will be required to produce
photographic identification as proof of identity.  A template Registration Form is provided.   

Announcement at events regarding taking and the use of images
The club/region/Swim Ireland should ensure the following announcement is read out at the start and
during an event to ensure everyone is clearly aware of the need to register: 

“All persons wishing to take photographs or film footage at this event must first register their device(s)
with (name of organiser).  Please note photographic identification will be required as proof of identity.

If a company/person has been authorised by completing the Swim Ireland Self-Declaration Disclosure
Form for Service Providers, the following should be included in the announcement: 

“(Name of company) has been authorised to take photographs of individuals in accordance with Swim
Ireland policy.”

Taking images in certain environments 
Swim Ireland members and third-party photographers, film/videographers or other organisations shall
ensure that images are not taken in such environments considered inappropriate irrespective of any
permission sought.  In certain cases, it may be an offence to take such images.  

Using any type of equipment to take images is banned in areas where people are changing or would
normally expect their privacy to be recognised.  Examples of such areas would include: 

• Changing rooms 
• Open changing areas such as ‘villages’, 
• Individual changing/private cubicles provided for personal use
• Toilets 
• Medical/physio treatment rooms

Flash photography is prohibited in an environment where any performance may be affected or there is
the potential for its use to cause harm to the young person. 

Excerpt from the Filimg and photography Policy from Swim Ireland:
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Brief Development
For the development of the brief, we created a shared Word document and allocated 
roles for each component of the brief. This is what we thought would be best to 
distribute the workload between us. 

For the development of the brief document we created it in InDesign and included 
images given to us by the Community Partner, we also introduced the colours 
associated with Leander; red and green. 

Community Partner (A description of the Community Partner)

Leander Swimming Club is a cross-
community club based in the Belfast 
area. They were founded in 1964 by 
Bobby Madine along with David and 
Nancy McCullough. Leander has had 
great success over the years developing 
swimmers who have represented the 
club at the Olympics, Commonwealth 
Games and World Championships. The 
club includes a range of ages spanning 
from the ages of 5 with learning to swim 
classes all the way up to master level 
with ages of 40+. Leander are always 
open to new members and contribute 
greatly to the swimming community in 
Northern Ireland. 

Leander Swimming Club will soon be 
celebrating their 60th Anniversary. 
This will be a celebration of their 
accomplishments over the many years. 
Leander are open to the idea of a brand 
refresh for this event. This brand refresh 
includes creating content for their 
60th anniversary. This will also include 
updating their social media, providing 
templates and a social media schedule 
leading up to their 60th anniversary 
event.
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The Project/Aims (The project’s main purpose and aims)

Our main objective is to create a 
commemorative video using archival 
footage for Leander’s 60th anniversary. 
This anniversary represents a significant 
milestone for the club since its founding 
back in 1964, as many of its original 
members will attend this event. This 
commemorative video will celebrate 
Leander’s long history and achievements 
within the community, such as the 
successes of members at the 1972 
Olympics, the 1976 Montreal Olympics 
and even the Commonwealth games.
 Another aim of the project is a 
brand refresh for Leander; this is due to 
their branding and logo having not been 
updated within recent years. A brand 

refresh will help contemporise Leander’s 
identity to ensure success in the 
future. This brand refresh will align with 
their original colour palette which was 
developed to ensure was represented 
under a cross-community club.

 We will create brand guidelines and 
social media brand guidelines. These 
new guidelines will help the club achieve 
a strong sense of brand identity. We 
will include social media guidelines to 
maintain consistency. The visual identity 
will include graphics, photography and 
motion graphics. A social media schedule 
will also be developed to help create 
posts and content.

Target Audience (The main audience of the club)

This project primarily aims to engage 
with past and present members of 
Leander Swimming Club. The secondary 
audience are parents and children who 
may have an interest in swimming. 
Promoting the 60th anniversary of 
Leander will provide additional content 
that can be used on social media and 

this may increase future engagement 
with the club for new families and 
children. Harnessing the celebration and 
achievements of the club will provide an 
opportunity to continue its legacy and 
ensure the future is bright for the club.
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The Deliverables (what we will be creating for the club)

We will deliver:
1. Brand Refresh
2. Brand Guidelines
3. Social Media schedule/templates
4. Promotional Video 
5. Photography
6. Branded merchandise mockups (Hoodies, tracksuit, T - shirts) 

Tone, Message and Style
(The proposition of the content we             
will create)

For Leander Swimming Club a brand refresh 
will include their cross-community colours of 
green and red. Brand Guidelines will ensure a 
strong visual identity across social media and 
merchandise. The tone of the project will be a 
message of celebration outlining their legacy 

and an oppertunity of growth for the future. 
The media outputs that we will create for the 
celebration will help to raise the profile of the 
club to communities across Belfast to grow the 
membership across all demographics.

Budget (An estimate of the price for merchandise)

This is a budget breakdown for the proposed deliverables, although this is not a funded project it 
will show the different elements required to bring these ideas to fruition. 

• Hoodies - £2,600 for 200= £13 per person
• T – Shirts - £960 for 200= £4.80 per person
• Tracksuits - £5,248 for 200= £26.24 per person
• Towels - £1,562.40 for 240= £6.51 per person
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Time Frame (The weeks of development)

All three project members will produce a 
minimum of three alternative designs, and 
these will be shown through a design deck. 
These design decks will be pitched to the 
organisation in week 7. The Club will then be 
given the opportunity to pick a set of designs 
they feel best represents their brand in moving 
forward with the conclusive designs.   

Once representatives from Leander ASC have 
given their feedback and chosen the design 
direction the project members will begin to 
work on the deliverables ready to be delivered 
to the Club in week 12. 

Week 5: 
Development of Brief and and sign off

Week 6: 
Development of the Pitch

Week 7: 
Pitch Presentation

Week 8-11: 
Project Development

Week 12: 
The Final Submission
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Benchmarking (Understanding similar organisations)

We performed a benchmarking process on 
similar organisations to Leander Swim Club. 
We discovered that Cookstown Swimming 
Club that is also located in Northern Ireland is 
a community focused club similar to Leander 
including the audience of 8-year-olds and 
older. Cookstown’s social media presence 
shows many weekly posts that many of their 
community interact with averaging 20+ likes on 
each post with consistent posts and branding, 
they maintain their brand identity by always 
using blue and yellow in all of their posts on 
Facebook. Consistency is important and it is 
what we would like to enforce within Leander’s 
social media presence.

Melbourne Swimming Club is a large club that 
has a big presence online via their social 
media and video content. Melbourne’s main 
focus seems to be mainly on the competitive 
side unlike Leander’s which is focused on the 

community aspect. The main takeaways from 
Melbourne’s social media is their consistency 
and video content which is high quality and 
helps to create more new engagement from 
outside of the community bringing more 
attention to the club and potentially drawing in 
new people to join their club. Video content is 
one of our deliverables and something we plan 
to implement into Leander’s social media.

Stockport is very similar to Melbourne, with 
a professional presence online on their social 
media while also being very community based, 
which is something we will develop with 
Leander. What we took from this process is 
that we should focus on giving Leander strong 
social media guidelines that can be used on all 
their social media platforms and video content 
that presents them in a professional and family 
orientated light.
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For the categories and features of the benchmarking, I asked Adrian what the best 
process would be. Adrian responded with the benchmarking reflecting the media 
outputs that you expect to make:
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I then made a benchmarking list that everyone could use when benchmarking the 
website that they picked. I also made an example in Excel that they could see as 
an example. Once everyone completed their benchmark processes I compiled them 
together into a table that was easy to read and understand.
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Brief
Outcome
Once we completed the first draft of the brief we revised it with the help of 
Adrian and Claire who helped to fix grammer, punctuation and revise the design of 
the document. We then sent it off to be signed off by Helen, who would give us 
feedback and give us approval, we can then start the development for the pitch.

One of Helen’s main concerns was with having a focus on the competitive swimming 
aspect. This is something that we brought into mind when moving further into the 
project. Helen also once again said she was happy to help with any more photos 
that would be needed to help create the commemorative video which was great to 
see!
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Pitch Development
For the development of the pitch, we give 3 separate designs that each of us 
produces respectively. These designs will then be shown to the Community Partner 
with each of us going through our designs and explaining why we made these 
decisions. This is what makes the ‘pitch’.

Every team member’s pitch will contain 
• a logo with two versions.
• a colour scheme.
• mock-ups of a towel, water bottle, hoodie and a t-shirt.
• device mock-ups presenting their new social media posts on Facebook,    
 Instagram and Twitter (X).
• a storyboard for the 60th commemorative video

Logo
Once we completed the first draft of the brief we revised it with the help of 
Adrian and Claire who helped to fix grammer, punctuation and revise the design of 
the document. We then sent it off to be signed off by Helen, who would give us 
feedback and give us approval, we can then start the development for the pitch.

Design 2:

Design 1:

Original:
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Colour Scheme
For the colour scheme, I knew that I had to keep the red and green. However, I 
wanted to update these colours as the original colours aren’t very bright. I wanted 
to give it a pop of colour while still keeping the red and green. 

To get these colours I used Adobe colour to ensure that they complemented each 
other well. I also included a secondary colour of blue as having everything red and 
green can get quite repetitive blue could be used as a secondary colour from time 
to time, I chose blue because it incorporated the ‘swimming’ aspect of the club. I 
then gave each colour a name that went along with the club. 

Inspired Green
(Primary)

Advanced Red
(Primary)

BlackWhite

Swim Blue
(Secondary)
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Mock-ups
For the mock-ups, I wanted to include merchandise that the club would use, I also 
wanted to bring in the new and updated colours onto the merchandise too! For the 
mock-ups, I used Graphic Burger’s website and sent them across to the team so 
that all of our mock-ups were uniform with each other.
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Device Mock-ups
For the device mock-up, we all used the same iPhone mock-ups sent into Basecamp 
by Adam and integrated our designs for the social media. I included my versions of 
the logo in the mock-ups and also included the colour scheme. I also used an image 
of the water along with the social media post.

Facebook Instagram

Twitter
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Storyboard
For the storyboard, I wanted to implement a celebratory video of Leander for their 
60th anniversary this included ‘where they began’ using photos and videos that had 
been given to us by Helen I utilised them to present where Leander began and how 
much they have grown from the photos and videos provided to us.
 
For the awards section, I wanted to include all of the achievements that Leander 
was awarded with over 60 years. The celebrations included the photos where 
Leander celebrated including celebrating Bobby’s birthday one of the founders of 
the club. The community section included the family and team photos of the club, 
they are one big family.

For the end of the storyboard I wanted to ensure that this video could be used to 
garner more members of the club that they could advertise on their social media as 
Helen said in the feedback from the brief on being “keen to attract new members”.
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When I had a version of my pitch document I sent over my version of it to everyone 
else so that the whole team’s designs would all be uniform. Once everyone 
completed their version of the pitch I compiled them all into one PDF document for 
us to showcase to Helen. Once we got it complete we sent it to Adrian and he gave 
us feedback, Adam made these changes and gave me an updated version where 
I made an updated version. We couldn’t change the second design due to time 
constraints
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Presenting the Pitch
Before presenting my concept of the pitch I made myself a script, I wrote this out 
just so I would remember what to say during my part of the pitch. I didn’t use it to 
read during the pitch. I like to write stuff down to keep it in my mind.
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Pitch Outcome
The pitch went very well and we all came across well in what we wanted for Leander 
Swimming Club ASC. Helen liked my idea of the storyboard and Aoife’s storyboard 
elements too! 

However, for the new logo design she didn’t want a whole new logo, she said that 
many members of the club wouldn’t like a new rebrand of the club. I understood 
this but would’ve liked a new look for Leander in the long run, but this is what the 
client wanted, she chose Adams’s design of the logo which included a diamond for 
the 60th celebration. She was also eager to get this design on hoodies for the club 
too! I was happy with the pitch’s outcome and was excited to get started on the 
production of the assets that Leander wants which are presented in Claire’s notes 
from the pitch.
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Leander Swimming Club ASC 60th Anniversary 
Logo:

Leander Swimming Club ASC 60th Anniversary 
Hoodie
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Leander Swimming Club ASC 60th Anniversary 
Storyboard (Niall and Aoife’s Combined 
Storyboard)
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The Creation
For the creation, I was given the duty of producing the video for the club’s 60th 
Anniversary. This was one of the club’s main deliverables and I was happy that I was 
the one that got to create it with my prior experience producing videos for the 
marketing team back in placement.

Aoife was given the duty of creating social media guidelines as Helen needed some 
guidelines to help her with creating social media posts and using each social media 
application. She also created Instagram Reels from the photos that were given to 
us by Helen.

Adam created social media posts in Canva, created a social media schedule that 
would be used leading up to the celebration of Leander’s 60th anniversary and also 
created the invite for the 60th celebration.

We came up with these roles in particular as the person who had the most skills in 
that area was the person who produced it. We discussed this in class and everyone 
agreed with what they has to do.
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Storyboards
Before creating the video I went through many storyboard iterations to ensure 
that I had a good storyboard to follow when creating the video. For the different 
versions, I got feedback from Adrian and revised each version until Adrian and the 
rest of the team were happy with me moving onto the production of the video

Storyboard Version 1

This is the first version of the Storyboard, I was told to make it much more detailed 
and to give an explanation below each storyboard frame.
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Storyboard Version 2

Celebrating Leander’s Beginnings

Opening animated graphic with new 60th Anniversary logo, 
incorporating the green and red. (Approx 5 seconds).

Animated text of ‘Celebrating Leander’s Beginnings’ will appear after 
opening sequence. (Approx 3 seconds).

Beginning of first montage sequence, opening with newspaper clipping 
featuring Leander founder Bobby Madine. (Approx 2 seconds).

Moves into another image of Leander Swimming Club in 1977. (Approx 2 
seconds)

Another newspaper clipping featuring Bobby Madine along with 
his wife Heather and Olympic participant Andy Hunter. (Approx 2 
seconds).

Video of Bobby having an interview on UTV in 1986 from 2.29 to 3.24 
where he is awarded a stopwatch. (Approx 55 seconds).

Animated text of ‘Not Forgetting Leander’s Many Achievements over 
the past 60 Years!’. (Approx 5 Seconds).

Representation at International Level, each competition getting 
representation, 2 seconds each. Includes animated text along with 
animated background including Leander colours. (Approx 14 seconds)

Again presenting the many medals that Leander has been awarded 
over ther 60 years on screen for 1 second each. (Approx 15 seconds).

Images of Leander members with their medals. (Approx 2 seconds 
each).

Not Forgetting Leander’s Many 
Achievements over the past 60 Years!

COMMONWEALTH GAMES 
SENIOR EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS 
JUNIOR EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS 
WORLD AND EUROPEAN MASTERS 

EUROPEAN TRIATHLON CHAMPIONSHIPS 
COMMONWEALTH YOUTH GAMES 

COMMONWEALTH GAMES 

SENIOR EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS (LC AND SC)
JUNIOR EUROPEAN CHAMPIONSHIPS

BRITISH CHAMPIONSHIPS
IRISH OPEN 

EUROPEAN CUP
JUNIOR COMMONWEALTH GAMES

YOUTH OLYMPICS
DAVE MCCULLAGH INTERNATIONAL 
IRISH NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIPS

ULSTER SHORT COURSE / LONG COURSE CHAMPIONSHIPS
WORLD MASTERS
ULSTER MASTERS

IRISH MATERS
EUROPEAN MASTERS

CELTIC MASTERS

Pg 1

Pg 2
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Animated text of ‘Our Amazing Community’. (Approx 3 Seconds). Images of the Leander Community over the years. (Approx 2 seconds 
each).

And our Amazing Community!

Clip from Flipper video from 1.01 to 1.14 (13 seconds).Video clip of mash direct video from 00.30 to 00.38. (8 seconds). Another animation of text with ‘Happy 60th Anniversary’ then going 
into a montage of more pictures from accross the years, 1 second 
each.

Thank you for being a part of Leander! 
Happy 60th Anniversary

Pg 3

Pg 4
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End on this image, portrays who Leander are, then then fade to black 
(approx 8 seconds).

Whole video will approx be 3 minutes in 
total.

Pg 5

Pg 6
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The feedback I received on version 2 of the storyboard was mainly on how much 
content I was trying to get across. The main problem was with page 2, and 
presenting all of the games and achievements, Adrian brought up that nobody 
would want to watch 14 seconds of titles being shown on the screen, I agreed and 
changed this with the next iteration. I also wanted to compact the part with each 
photo. We also got clarification from Helen on who people were thanks to Aoife 
messaging Helen.

Storyboard Version 3 (Final)

Opening animated graphic with new 60th Anniversary logo, using CC 
Light Sweep (shine effect) and motion blur animation with green and 
red transition.

(Approx 4 seconds).

Celebrating Leander’s Beginnings

Animated text of ‘Celebrating Leander’s Beginnings’ will appear after 
opening sequence, fades into next frame

(Approx 2 Seconds).

Video of Bobby having an interview on UTV in 1986 from 2.30 to 2.53 
where he is talked about being in Leander and being interviewed. Fades 
into next frame.

(Approx 23 seconds).

Image fades in and is slowly zoomed in, fades into next frame.

)Approx 3 seconds).

Image fades in and is slowly zoomed in, fades into next frane.
)Approx 3 seconds).

Not Forgetting Bobby Madine

Animated text of ‘Not Forgetting Bobby Madine’, fades into next 
frame.

(Approx 2 Seconds).

Motivational Music will fade in once the first frame beigns

Pg 1

Leander Swimming Clubs Recent 
Achievements

Animated text of ‘What has Leander Swimming Club Achieved’, fades 
into next frame.

(Approx 2 Seconds).

The Irish Summer Nationals

Animated text of ‘The Irish Summer Nationals, then animation with 
Leander Green and Red.

(Approx 2 Seconds).

Holly Wilson

Animation of the achivements one after another.
Repeat for each achivement and so on.

(Approx 2 Seconds).

Jan Boersma Jan Boersma

Pg 2
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Version 3 of the storyboard is much more compact and features the main structure 
of the video. This includes the animation of the beginning of the video with the 60th 
anniversary logo, and also each introductory title before presenting each part of the 
video. This process will be repeated for each part of the video.

Video Production
The editing of the video was a big process. First I had to correlate all of the photos 
that I would be using in the video these included old and new photographs from 
Helen. I made a folder with all of the photos I would be using in the video.

The first segment of the video is the transition of waves using the Leander colours 
of red and green. To create this transition I used After Effects, I first started by 
using the pen tool and creating a wave, I then changed the position of the wave’s 
path so that it would animate from the bottom to the top of the screen. I repeated 
this process three more times and added the colours of the waves to red and green. 
I then added another wave that was a mask so that it created a wave that showed 
the logo behind it.
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For the logo, I made the logo a 3D object and added the ‘CC Light Sweep’ giving the 
logo a shine effect.

For the logo, I made the logo a 3D object and added the ‘CC Light Sweep’ giving the 
logo a shine effect.
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For each photo, I then added it to a sequence and added a title. I did this for all the 
photos I would be using in the ‘Leander’s Beginnings’ section.

Once I did this for each photo I made a new sequence and made it ‘1920*4’ which 
made the frame very long, this is where I would put all of the images in a sequence.

Once I did this for each photo I made a new sequence and made it ‘1920*4’ which 
made the frame very long, this is where I would put all of the images in a sequence.
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Once this was complete I added keyframes to move across the images while the 
video played. This was a tedious part of the editing process but was great to see 
once it was complete.

I then added the archival video of Bobby Madine into the video and added another 
segment named ‘Leander’s Outstanding Achievers’ which incorporated all Leander 
club members who attended the Olympics. I repeated the process from the 
‘Leander’s Beginnings’ section.

For the ‘Leander’s Team Spirt’ section I used After Effects, I added a border to the 
images to create a polaroid picture effect to the images.
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I added the images onto a background of water, I added shadows to each image 
also. I then added a camera to the composition so it would zoom out from the 
photos making them all enter view.

Once this was complete I added it into Premiere Pro. I then finished the video with 
another title ‘Happy 60th Anniversary Leander.

I also added in a royalty free bakground music for the video that I felt fit the video 
very well. I then sent the video along with the other content from Aoife and Adam 
to gain feedback.
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Feedback on the Video
For the feedback on the video, I asked Helen if she would be able to give me 
timestamps as this would be an easy way to know where the feedback would be 
needed.

Helen gave feedback on adding different photos and corrections on different parts 
of the video, these were fixes that I was happy to complete, thankfully it didn’t take 
too long, however, I had to rearrange the photos in the long sequence so that they 
were all equal and fix the keyframes also.

I got these corrections completed and got it sent back over to Helen.
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I mistakingly forgot to update the names but got this done as soon as I got Helen’s 
email, I was just waiting on getting the extra photos to be added to the competive 
section of the video.

It was close to the deadline for getting all deliverables complete and sent to the 
Community Partner. However, I still didn’t receive the extra photos, we were in class 
and Claire helped to email Helen asking for the final images to be implemented.

Helen was in the office and didn’t have her laptop to be able to send the photos, 
but she said she would try to get them to us as soon as she could.
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Once I got the photos I was able to get them implemented into the video, the 
photos were not of the best quality as they were pictures of newspaper clippings 
but I did the best I could do with the time and got them edited into the video for 
final submission!

Example of photo sent by Helen:
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Final Feedback

The final feedback received from Helen is shown above, The hoodies she was very 
pleased with, the hoodies had the 60th-anniversary logo that Adam designed. She 
was also happy with the social media templates but described them as basic, I felt 
that this was because we were restrained to Canva to produce these, but I was 
happy with what Adam produced for the club.

The video she described as turning out well, she also discusses having better 
interaction on what images would be used with the video. There were many images 
to use for the videos and I didn’t know which were the best to use, in hindsight, I 
should’ve discussed this more with Helen, but there were many photos and I didn’t 
want the video to be too long. I will learn from this experience and ensure that I 
have good communication with work colleagues in the future.
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Project Management
For Project Management I used the application ‘Clockify’ to record time spent on 
each aspect of the project. I used this application throughout the development of 
the project for Leander Swimming Club ASC.
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Reflection
Project Social is a great example of working closely with a client, It wasn’t my first 
time working closely with a client, but it was my first time working closely with a 
client who is small and community lead. I did enjoy this experience it made me learn 
about myself and also helped me to better myself for any future projects that will 
share some of the same experiences. I was also happy to be working with a client 
that was happy with our involvement and was an even better experience knowing 
that we helped to improve their community!

Working closely with a team of 3 was hard at times but it did help to improve my 
team working skills and involvement within team projects. I know that everyone has 
their respective strengths and weaknesses and that each team member has their 
respective place within a team. I will use the skills that I have developed in this team 
project in any team projects that I do in the future.

In conclusion, I am happy with the end result, however, I will improve my ability with 
communication as I have known that this is an area that I have difficulties with. 
Knowing this I will try and improve this in any way I can moving forward.
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